Ramrod pipes, for fusils, with embossed ring at each end:
Made from polished sheet brass, steel, or nickel silver. These deluxe
round pipes have decorative rings embossed into both ends. Early style
ramrod skirt is copied from early muskets.
#RP-TC-FDR-E-5-B
rod pipe, 5/16”, brass, entry
$7.49
#RP-TC-DR-F-5-B
rod pipe, 5/16”, brass, forward
$4.69
#RP-TC-FDR-E-5-I
rod pipe, 5/16”, iron, entry
$7.49
#RP-TC-DR-F-5-I
rod pipe, 5/16”, iron, forward
$4.69
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#RP-FIN-E-7-B
rod pipe, 7/16”, brass, entry
$13.99
#RP-FIN-F-7-B
rod pipe, 7/16”, brass, forward
$11.99
#RP-FIN-E-7-I
rod pipe, 7/16”, iron, entry
$10.99
#RP-FIN-F-7-I
rod pipe, 7/16”, iron, forward
$ 9.99
Notice that these 7/16” diameter pipes strongly resemble later
English Sporting and Fowler rod pipes, and look right on such guns.
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Ramrod Pipes for the North West Trade Gun with 3/8” ramrod:
Original North West Trade Gun ramrod pipes are very thin, ribbed for
strength. Ours are made in the U.S.A. of polished brass or steel, to fit a
3/8” rod. No entry pipe is used on most trade guns. Some early fowling
guns, Committee of Safety Muskets or Militia Arms use a lugged pipe
as an entry pipe, or have a skirt soldered on.
#RP-NW-F-6-B
rod pipe, 3/8”, brass, forward
$2.59
#RP-NW-F-6-I
rod pipe, 3/8”, steel, forward
$2.59
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Ramrod Pipes for early French Fusil Fin fine fowling guns:
These wax cast pipes are modeled after originals from fine fusils.
Dating from 1700 to 1760, original French fusils and trade guns are
scarce and valuable. Made in the U.S.A., our pipes are correctly sized
for a 7/16” rod. We recommend tapering our 1/2” diameter 48” ramrod
blank, as shown in Recreating the American Longrifle.
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Solid Brass Pin Stock, 6” lengths......................#Pin-1/16” or 3/32”-B
Brass pin stock may be used to secure rod pipes and barrel lugs to the
gun stock. We prefer to use 3/32” steel dowel pins for pinning the barrel,
trigger and pipes. Brass pins are useful in knife building.
#Pin-1/16-B
brass pins, 1/16”, 6” length
$ .99
#Pin-3/32-B
brass pins, 3/32”, 6” length
$ .99

Use our 3/32” dowel pin for attaching a ramrod pipe, barrel lug, or
triggerguard. Each steel dowel pin is 1-1/2” long, well tempered, Rc62.
Also use this hardened steel pin to tighten your flint lock’s top jaw screw,
if it has a cross-drilled hole. This pin is very small, easy to carry in your
hunting pouch!
#Pin-3-32
dowel pin, 3/32”, hardened steel
$ .50
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Each rifle, fusil,or fowling gun normally uses one ramrod entry pipe
and two forward pipes. Barrels well over 40 inches length sometimes
use three forward ramrod pipes. Antique fusils were often fitted with
hand tapered wooden ramrods, in 5/16”, 3/8” and 7/16” mixed pipes.
#RP-TC-FDR-E-6-B
rod pipe, 3/8”, brass, entry
$7.49
#RP-TC-DR-F-6-B
rod pipe, 3/8”, brass, forward
$4.69
#RP-TC-FDR-E-6-I
rod pipe, 3/8”, iron, entry
$7.49
#RP-TC-DR-F-6-I
rod pipe, 3/8”, iron, forward
$4.69
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